
Mission & Vision 2021/2022
KIVI STUDENTS

Network.Knowledge.Visibility.
for all engineering students in The Netherlands

read how we do this

https://www.kivi.nl/afdelingen/kivi-students/mission-vision


to MISSION

The aim is to appoint 1 representative 
from each technical educational institution in 
order to form a board that provides a good 

representation of technical higher and scientific 
education in the Netherlands.

KIVI students (KS) 
consists of technical 
students from 
(applied) universities 
who study within The 
Netherlands



to NETWORK

MISSION

▪ connecting different studies and educational institutions to broaden 

the network from local to NATIONAL and amplify 

MULTIDISCIPLINARY working

▪ responding to SOCIAL ISSUES together with (young) political 

parties

▪ support in setting up START-UPS
▪ help you find technical INTERNSHIPS
▪ enhance knowledge by connecting students and teachers through the 

KS COMMUNITY

https://www.kivi.nl/afdelingen/kivi-students/mission-vision


to SOCIAL ISSUES

NETWORK

Why wait to expand your network after your studies if you can already 
create a head start during your studies? KS ensures that you meet 

students from outside your (applied) university so that you have a head 
start in your career.



to MULTIDISCIPLINAIRY

ENGINEER THE FUTURE

Did you know that 40,000-60,000 tons of composite wind turbine blades 
will be discarded by 2023?

KS puts a stop to that! Together with all technical students in The 
Netherlands, we conduct research into 'green' wind turbine blades so 

that we can take a step towards a circular economy.

Participate in the KIVI Student Prototype Award 2022 and win great 
cash prizes!

https://www.kivi.nl/afdelingen/kivi-students/engineer-the-future
https://www.kivi.nl/afdelingen/kivi-students/engineer-the-future


to STARTUPS

K’NEXGINEER

Great things are built together!

KS is calling on all engineering students to join the K'neXgineer
committee and work on the largest K'neX structure ever built in order to 

set a record.

Register here for the K'neXgineer committee

https://www.kivi.nl/afdelingen/kivi-students/k-nexgineer
https://www.kivi.nl/afdelingen/kivi-students/k-nexgineer


to INTERNSHIPS

STARTUPS

More and more students are starting a company or a startup.

But how does something like that begin?

KS helps enterprising students to set up their company or startup by 
organizing lectures, workshops and 'hackatons' where you not only learn 
how to, but this is also the place where you immediately become a part 

of an entrepreneurial network.

https://www.kivi.nl/afdelingen/kivi-students/startups
https://www.kivi.nl/afdelingen/kivi-students/startups


to KS COMMUNITY

INTERNSHIPS

Internships are an increasingly important part of the educational 
curriculum.

KS wants to help technical students by further supplementing the KIVI 
internship database and thus ensure that students are not only 

technically well-grounded, but also gain a lot of practical experience.

http://www.kivi.nl/stage
http://www.kivi.nl/stage


how can you JOIN?

KS COMMUNITY

Do you ever get stuck during a course or project?

If it's up to KS, that's a thing of the past with the KS community. The 
place where students can post their questions, so that students and 

teachers can provide answers and feedback.

https://community.kivi.nl/
https://community.kivi.nl/


Do you also want to contribute to a STRONG GENERATION of technical students? 

Join our BOARD or one of our COMMITTEES.

Send an email to ks@kivi.nl or fill in the form.

ENGINEER YOUR CAREER ⚫ IMPROVE OUR SOCIETY

read the complete M&V here

https://www.kivi.nl/afdelingen/kivi-students/mission-vision
https://www.kivi.nl/afdelingen/kivi-students/mission-vision
https://www.kivi.nl/afdelingen/kivi-students/ks-and-you
mailto:ks@kivi.nl
http://www.kivi.nl/ks

